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ABSTRACT

The periods, relative abundances, and absolute yields

of delayed neutrons from “fast” fission of six nuclides

235
(U , U233, U238, PU239, PU240, and Th232) and thermal fis-

235 233sion of three nuclides (U , U , and Pu239) have been

measured. ‘Godiva,n the bare U235 metal assembly at Los

Alamos, was the neutron source. Six exponential periods were

found necessary and sufficient for optimum least–squares fit

to the data. Despite evident perturbations, general agree-

ment among delayed neutron periods was obtained for all nu-

elides. Measured absolute total yields

per fission (for the pure isotope) are:

U235: 0.0165 f 0.0005 ~239.
.

~233. 0.0070 * 0.0004
~240.

. .

U238. 0.0412 f 0.0017
~h232.

. .

in delayed neutrons

0.0063 t 0.0003

0.0088 f 0.0006

0.0496 f 0.0020

Representative of general delayed neutron periods (halflives)

235
.

and abundances are the U fast-fission data:
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Halflife (see) Relative Abundance

54.51 f 0.94 0.038 f 0.003

21.84 t 0.54 0.213 * 0.005

6.00 * 0.17 0.188 * ().016

2.23 * 0.06 0.407 f 0.007

0.496 t 0.029 0.128 t 0.008

0.179 f ().()17 0.026 f 0.003

These data have been corroborated in detail by independent

period-vs-reactivity measurements on the Godiva assembly.

Period and abundance values for the various nuclides are

compared and several mechanisms for perturbation of measured

delayed neutron parameters are discussed.

*
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first evidence for emission of

the fission process

after the discovery

layedt’neutrons, of

lieved either to be

neutrons following
1

was reported by Roberts et al~ shortly

of nuclear fission in 1939. These “cle-

reported halflife 12.5 f 3 see, were be-

photoneutrons produced by y-activity of

the fission fragments or to be emitted directly from one of

the fission products. Subsequent yield measurements 2 quickly

ruled out the first possibility; two months later the Bohr-

Wheeler liquid-drop nuclear model was advanced, 3 thus provid-

ing a plausible mechanism for the experimental fact of de-

layed neutron emission.

Since the original work of Roberts, many investigations

have been made on the characteristics of delayed neutrons;

both accelerators and reactors have been used as neutron

sources, 235with main interest in U and PU239 thermal fis-

sion. For a r~sum~ of previous investigations, reference is

4made to a recent review summarizing all delayed neutron work

prior to 1956. Comprehensive tables are included (for U235,

~233 238, U , PU239, and Th232 ) which compare directly the

9



reported work on the ~lwellestablished?! delayed neutrOn

groups, i.e., those exhibiting periods between 4.1 sec and

d min. Also reviewed are: (1) investigations of possible

ultra-low-yield delayed neutron groups (very short or very

long periods); (2) spectra and mean energies of delayed neu-

tron groups (see also Batchelor and Hyder5); and (3) chemi-

cal identification of the delayed neutron precursors.

In general, the knowledge of delayed neutrons prior

to the present investigation was completely satisfactory

for most practical applications; e.g., measured periods,

abundances, and total yields (for thermal fission) were

quite adequate for calculating the kinetics of slow and

intermediate systems with small available excess reac-

tivity. In recent years, however, there has been in-

creasing interest in intermediate and fast reactors, for

*
which data have been inadequate. Also the identifica-

tion of delayed neutron precursors and their origin from

fission products assumes some practical importance in the

*
The trend toward intermediate and fast systems (e.g., fast
power-breeder reactors utilizing u238 and Th232) has pointed
up the need for more basic data -- both differential and
integral measurements -- in fast spectra. Increasing num-
bers of fast critical assemblies are being used for this
purpose. The transient characteristics of these fast as-
semblies and their power-producing successors will, of
course, be sensitively dependent on the periods and abso-
lute yields of the delayed neutrons from fast fission.
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control of high-power reactors (nuclear propulsion units,

characterized by very high power densities and temperatures

upwards of 5000°F, are perhaps an extreme example) . There

is, of course, continuing theoretical interest in detailed

delayed neutron phenomena as an aid to further understanding

of the fission process.

Considerations of this kind, coupled with the availa-

bility of a unique facility for delayed neutron studies (es-

pecially for the short periods where most uncertainty exists),

led to the decision in 1954 to undertake an extended de-

layed neutron program at Los Alamos.* The major interest

has,been in fast fission, where accurate data are most needed.

However, an attempt has been made to make the present meas-

urements comprehensive and reasonably definitive.

*A preliminary report on status of the program was presented
at the Geneva Conference, August, 1955.6
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II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The complex decay of delayed neutron activity is capa-

ble of most direct and accurate analysis when the irradia-

tion time of the fissile material is (a) “instantaneous,’f

i.e., short compared to the shortest delayed neutron period,

or (b) “infinite,’?i.e., long compared to the longest de-

layed neutron period. To minimize neutron multiplication

within the sample, only a small amount (a few grams) of fis-

sile material should be irradiated; this, in turn, implies

the use of extremely high-intensity irradiations to provide

adequate counting statistics. The bare U235 metal assembly

7at Los Alamos -- ‘tGodiva~’-- is well suited to these re-

quirements. With this assembly appropriately modified, both

t!infinite?’and “instantaneous” irradiations, each consisting

of*lo16 total fissions, are used

and shorter-period contributions,

*
‘tInfinite”irradiations refer to
~?instantaneous” irradiations are

to emphasize the longer-

*
respectively. In

delayed critical operation;
super-prompt-critical ra-

diation bursts of <1/4 msec duration. Characteristics of

12



addition, the instantaneous irradiations provide an inde-

pendent method of determining absolute total yield of de-

layed neutrons from the different fissile elements (cf.

Section IV-B).

Measurements have been made on the delayed neutrons

from fast fission of six nuclides: ~235 233
, u , U238, PU239,

~240 232, and Th , and from thermal fission of three nuclides:

U235
,U

233 239, and Pu . The Godiva central spectrum (for

“fast?’neutron irradiations) is a slightly degraded fission

8neutron spectrum; the “thermal” neutron spectrum is obtained

within an 8 in. cubic polyethylene block, cadmium shielded

and mounted near Godiva. The cadmium ratio of this modera-

tor geometry was measured by U235-foil activation as *75,

thus assuring a high preponderance of thermal fissions.

A schematic diagram of the general experimental arrange-

ment for fast neutron irradiations is shown in Fig. 1~ the

these bursts are discussed in Section V. The initial de-
layed neutron activity is proportional to ai hi following
an instantaneous irradiation, and proportional to ai for an
infinite irradiation (ai and ~i are the abundance and decay
constant, respectively, of the ith delayed neutron group).
This effective weighting of initial activity by the factor
hi for an instantaneous irradiation is clearly advantageous
in studying the short-period delayed neutron groups.

13
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modification for thermal neutron irradiations is indicated

in the inset of Fig. 1. Photographs of the two arrangements

are shown in Fig. 2. The Godiva assembly, sample transfer

system, and detection equipment are located in an assembly

building (’fkiva”)which is remotely operated from a control

center 1/4 mile distant.9

A pneumatic system transfers a 2 to 5 g sample (z1/8

in. diameter) of fissile material from the point of irradi-

ation to a 4~-shielded counting g-eometry in 450 msec. Nick-

el-coated samples (Pu239,240 and U233 with high specific a-

activity) are protected from shock and abrasion by enclosure

in thin titanium cans. Background measurements indicated no

contribution from the titanium; this metal was also selected

for its high st~ength-to-weight ratio. To minimize pertur-

bation of the initial decay rate, it is required that the

slug be stopped (without bouncing) reproducibly in the cen-

ter of the counter geometry. A “rope dashpot” was found

most effective for the

steel pushrod (ideally

mentum transfer) which

purpose; this consists of a hollow

of same mass as slug for complete mo-

impinges on a 6 in. length of 5/16

in. sash cord, the whole suitably enclosed in a steel cylin-

der. This transfer system was developed from a flexible

test system using an improvised 1P41 phototube “bounce indi-

cator” with pulse registration on a slow-sweep oscilloscope

15



Fig.2. The upper photograph shows the configuration for
fast-fission irradiations with sample transfer tube
through the central section and phototube positioning
unit (small vertical shaft) on the right.
The lower photograph shows the modification for
thermal irradiations; cf. schematic diagram, Fig. 1.
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(Tektronix 512) ; “bounce” was ultimately reduced to less

than 0.5 cm for 100 psi firing pressure.

A simple phototube arrangement ensures reproducible

positioning of the sample within the center of Godiva (or

polyethylene geometry) during irradiation. For instantane-

ous irradiations, the output of a scintillation detector is

used to generate (at a preset radiation level) a “trigger’!

pulse which initiates sample transfer and counting. After

the irradiated slug is counted for 500 see, it is returned

to Godiva by a remote-control vacuum system, thus completing

an irradiation cycle.

The number of source fissions (relative “burst size”)

235is determined by means of a gated U fission chamber which

monitors the decay of Godiva neutron activity from 100 to

200 sec after the prompt burst.

The neutron detector used in the present work is a

1/2 in. diameter B10F3 proportional counter in ?’longflgeom-

etry, modified to give “flat?’response within 5% from 23 kev

to 1.5 Mev.* The essential modification from the original

long-counter geometry of Hanson and McKibben 11 is the

*
Some preliminary data were taken with a ZnS-boric acid
scintillation detectorlo with neutron-to-gamma sensitivity
ratio >104 and l/v energy response. This was replaced by
the BF3 detector arrangement for improved (“flat”) energy
response and greater long-term stability.
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addition of a shaped sleeve of boron plastic around the

central BF3 tube. The 5% error arises largely from uncer- ,

tainty in calibration of the sources used: Sb-Be (IIn*

0.025 Mev), Po-Li (En * 0.4 Mev), Po-LiF (En N 0.7 Mev), and

Mock Fission (En * 1.5 Mev). Detector response was measured

periodically with calibrated neutron sources and was found

to be constant throughout the experiment. The BF3 counter

did not respond to gammas at the operating potential of

1200 v.

The counter signal was amplified by a LASL Model 503B

preamplifier and Model 503 amplifier with auxiliary discrim-

inator output. The dead time of the detection apparatus was

determined to be 1 @cc. This was measured by plotting the

ratio of detector counting rate to that of a desensitized

BF3 counter for various operating levels of Godiva. The

4slope of this curve was constant up to 5 x 10 counts/see,

yielding a dead time of 1 Wsec.

The shielding for the counting geometry consists es-

sentially of a cylindrical tank of water (6 ft in diameter

and 9 ft high) saturated with boric acid. This was found

to attenuate fission energy neutrons by a factor of *105.

Direct gamma shielding is provided by an 8-in.-thick lead

shadow-shield between the reactor and detector, as shown

in Fig. 1.
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The decay

a multichannel

channel widths

of delayed neutron activity is monitored by

12recording time-delay analyzer with time-

of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 sec following

in automatic sequence; the number of channels of each width

is variable, thus permitting selection of the most suitable

channel-width distribution for a given decay curve. The an-

alyzer (cf. Fig. 3) includes three basic units: (1) a four

decade gated scaler with fast pulsed reset, (2) a 100 Kc

crystal-controlled interval timer, and (3) a read-out coin-

cidence circuit which duplicates the instantaneous reading

of the gated scaler at intervals established by pulses from

the timer unit. This duplicate reading is maintained for

0.5 msec, during which time it is permanently recorded ei-

ther (1) photographically with a General Radio oscillograph

camera or (2) electrically by direct print-out on Western

Electric Teledeltos recording tape. Electrical print-out

was used exclusively in the present work. The timer pulse

automatically resets the gated scaler after each read-out,

thus giving directly the differential number of counts per

channel. This instrument was developed for studies (such as

delayed neutron measurements) which encompass time scales

from the millisecond region to the tens-of-seconds region;

the time required to take equivalent data with a convention-

al time-delay analyzer would have been prohibitive.

19
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Fig. 3. Time-delay analyzer chassis with electrical print-
out. Inset at lower right shows recorder printing
head in operation.
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Two identical analyzers were built and operated in

parallel, providing a continuous check on proper operation

of the two independent systems. During each data run the

two analyzers were checked for simultaneity of read-out.

Following a run the two tapes were read and recorded; the

readings of individual channels were required to agree to

4within one part in 10 . It was further required that the

sum of counts in all channels should agree with the number

accumulated in a separate total-count scaler (LASL Model

800) which received the same signal input as the two ana-

lyzers. Accurate time-delay analysis was thus assured

through independent checks on time-channel width, correct

counts in each channel, and correct total counts.

Data are a~cumulated in groups of ten irradiations

each which are corrected for counting loss (a few percent

at most) and for background, if any. Corrected data are

plotted and then punched onto IBM input data cards for

least-squares analysis into periods and abundances as de-

scribed in the following section.

21



III. ANALYSIS OF

It may be assumed that

DELAYED NEUTRON DATA

the decay of delayed neutron ac-

tivity with time can be represented by a linear superposi-

tion of exponential decay periods. Thus if y represents the

observed counting rate and t the independent variable time,

we have

k

>

-A; t
Y =

‘J e
(1)

j=l

with the number of periods, k, to be determined. If ajo,

~+ are initial estimates of the “true??parameters, A+ and
“o

A;, we then

final values

J

proceed by an iterative least-squares method to

~j which minimize
aj>

(2)

i=l
\

j=l -

where W
i = l/yi is the weight

Yie To determine the optimum

analyses were made for k = 5,

22

associated with each observed

number of periods, preliminary

6,and 7. Using five (or fewer)



periods, satisfactory convergence is not obtained and indi-

cated errors are very large. When an arbitrary seventh pe-

riod is introduced, the calculated abundance of this group

is not significantly different from zero.* On the other

hand, analyses using six delayed neutron groups have always

led to rapid convergence with nominal errors on the final

periods and abundances. Furthermore, six periods give the

best least-squares fit, as indicated quantitatively by the

f!standarddeviation of fit>” a statistically defined figure-

of-merit for curve fitting, described later in this section.

Two approaches to analysis of delayed

data have been investigated. The first is

solution of all periods and abundances (12

prompt-burst irradiation data. The ‘second

neutron decay

a simultaneous

x 12 matrix) from

is a determination

of the four long-period groups from long irradiation data

and determination of the four shorter-period groups from

burst irradiation data. The two sets of yields are then

normalized at an appropriate point (in this case, at the

second delayed neutron group) . The latter method was found

to give more accurate values of ai and ~i (smallest calcu-

lated errors) and has been used throughout the program.

Thus, as expected, the more accurate computed values for

*Statistically a parameter is not significantly different
from zero if the interval, parameter +20, includes zero,
where a is the standard deviation of the parameter.
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long periods are obtained from long irradiation data and

similarly for the short periods from burst irradiation data.

For the long irradiation data, contributions from the

two shortest periods clearly can be neglected for t > 3.54

*
sec. Thus the data for t > 3.54 sec can be represented by

j=l -

Let aj, Aj (j = 1 to 4) be estimates of A
3’ ‘;”

Values of

~j are obtained by finding values of these parameters
aj’

which minimize the following expression

4

5( z

-kjti 2

‘i Yi - aj e )
(3)

i=1 j=l

where Wi = l/yi is the weight associated with each observed

Y~.

After the parameters aj, ~j are determined from the

long irradiations, a correction is made to the burst irra-

diation data to account for contributions from the two long

periods. Values of Al and ~2 obtained from the long irra-

diation data are used, and new values of al and a2 are

*t = 3.54 sec is a somewhat arbitrary “time-division” point.
Independent checks have shown that final period and abun-
dance values are insensitive to the exact choice of this
time division point.
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determined as follows

500

2 yi (from short irradiation)

where R = 0.9502 a2/al. The factor 0.9502 corrects for in-

complete saturation of a~ during a standard long irradiation.

We have then

I

al = (a~)m~l

(a~)o = R (a~)m

f
a2 = (a~)o A2

For each yi from the short irradiation, a corrected y; is

determined from

Y;

Using the y;

tained which

( -Alti -A2ti
‘Yi - aje +a’e2 )

values, parameters aj, ~j (j = 3 to 6) are ob-

minimize the expression

$ Wi (y; -$ aj e-AJti )2 (4)
i=l j=3

where Wi = l/y. .
1

To find the values of the parameters which minimize

25



Eqs. 3 and 4, the method of successive approximations is

used. Let

Approximate values a. X.
Jo’ J.

are estimated for the parameters

as
and A .. In practice, these estimates are obtained from

J

a Preliminary graphical analysis of the delayed neutron de-

cay curve. By expanding y in a Taylorls series about the

approximations and discarding terms of second and higher

(5)

where each partial derivative is evaluated at the point

Aajo’ J.
and where Aa. =

J
(aj - aj ), A~j = (~j - ~j ).

0 0

Since Eq. 5 is a linear expression in &j, “A~j, the usual

methods for determining a weighted least-squares solution

which minimizes

k -~j t k k

5(

2

2
0

-2
!?l&.- b?! AA.

‘i Yi - ajo e
J=hj=l ~aj J “= j J

)
i=l j=l

(6)

can be applied. The resulting solutions for & j, AAj are

the corrections to be appljed to the values aJo, ~jo. The

26



above procedure is then repeated with the corrected values

as the starting point. Iteration is continued until con-

vergence is obtained; i.e., the corrections &., A~. become
J J

very small (d part in 107) compared to the corresponding

aj
and ~.. That the final a .

J J
and ~ values are unique has

j
been convincingly demonstrated by varying these values (as

much as a few hundred percent) and then repeating the least-

squares analysis. The iteration invariably converges on the

unique (“best fit!’)values for a
j

and ~. .
J

Assuming y is normally distributed for each value of t,

an estimate of the weighted variance of y is given by

n
S2 1

z
2

= Wi (yob~ - ycal) (7)
n- k

i=l

where n is the number of data points, k is the number of

parameters required in the least-squares fit, yobs is the

observed neutron,decay data, and

k

2

-Ajt
Yca~ =

aj e
j=l

The quantity s, given by Eq. 7, is the “weighted standard

deviation of fit,’?

ferred to earlier.

ferent set of data

the figure-of-merit for curve fitting re-

When the experiment is repeated, a dif-

is observed and different values of a+,
J

~j are obtained. Assuming that the distribution of these

27



parameters is normal, an estimate of their variances can be

obtained. These are computed by finding the inverse of the

matrix which occurs in the solution of the normal equations

13obtained from Eq. 6. If the elements of the inverse ma-

trix are denoted by C+., then estimates of the variance of

individual a.
J

and ~
j

S2 =
al

Thus, an estimate of

‘J

parameters are given by

S2 S2 S2
Cll ‘ a2 = C22 , etc.

S2 S2
Ck+l, k+l ‘ si2 = ck+2, k+2 , etc.

the probable error associated with each

parameter would be 0.6745 s , 0.6745 SA . Since the half-
aj j

life is given by -r1,t2= ~-l In 2, an estimate of the stand-

ard ‘eviation ‘f ~1/2 ‘s given by %1,2 = A-2(ln 2)s ~ .

The general decay problem represented by Eq. 6 has been

coded for the IBM 704 computer; this general code has proved

very useful at LASL for several different problems requiring

analysis of complex exponential decay curves. It is be-

lieved that the computer least-squares calculation completely

eliminates subjective errors in decay curve analysis. Ac-

cepting the least-squares criterion for curve fitting, the

computer gives unique period and abundance values which are

by definition the “best fit” to a given set of experimental

data.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Group Periods and Relative Abundance Values

A summary of the results for high energy (“fast”) fis-

sion is given in Table I. Relative abundance values include

correction (<3%) for energy variation of the BF3 detector

response. These are prompt-burst irradiation results; as

explained in Section III, values of rl, r2 and the abundance

ratio al/a2 are taken from final long irradiation data, and

so are constant for each group. Final results (all data

groups) for a given nuclide are obtained from a separate

least-squares fit to all data -- not an average of individ-

ual data groups. The individual data groups (ten irradia-

tions each) are tabulated to give the most direct presenta-

tion of experimental spread in the data. With a few excep-

tions (notably U238 and Th232 sixth group values) the ob-

served experimental spread between corresponding group pa-

rameters for a given nuclide is seen to lie within calcu-

lated probable errors for these parameters. (Similar anal-

ysis in groups of ten irradiations each was performed on the

long irradiations; the results are analogous to Table I and

29



TABUI

?A9T F1SS1OR Dxurm NmJnO!l mm”
Abs.lut.

mow Y1.ld (m
Rn.$rrvx MUNDAXCX. .l/. (for m,. I..ter+)D. It. KAULWS, r,,2

Group
Index 1 11 111 rv All Mt.
!.,!. “*- Greuc.*

(s9.9% 235; ./r . 0.016, $ 0.000,,

r 11

V51 !0.04 54.51 ,0. s4 34.51 ,0.94 54.51 *0. m4 54.51 20. s4

11.84 10.54 21.84 *0. W 21. M ,0. s4 ‘21.84 10. s4 21.84 10. W

6,?3 :0.26 e.oa io. oa 8.17 ,0.21 e.00 iO.21 8.00 10.17

1.30 :0.07 2.11 ,0.15 S.11 20.07 1.13 tO.07 2.23 *o. oe

O.alsio. oss 0.*a8*0.08z 0.4s1i0. Ou 0.4#4i0.03a 0.4 SS10.028

0.17890.010 0.19 S*O. W1 0.19680.020 0.172 f0.022 0.179 i0.017

“m (9,.98$ 2s,; ./P . 0.0411 * 0.0017)

0.03810 .00s 0.03810 .00s

0.21210.005 0.21490.0-

0.17 Si0.021 0.215*0.020

0.419 iO. OM 0.38420.014

0.128*0.008 0.12110.020

O.wliO. OM 0.028 tO. m*

0.03nY0. OaY O.mtio.oos O.nlsto. ool

0.213 :0.00s 0.2 L1i0.Om O.lls:o. om

O.la’lto. ols O. In*to. osl O.lm:o. ola

0.417 iO. WW 0.407 i0.OM 0.407 !0.007

0.121:0.016 0.1s1%0.011 0.12810. OC4

0.029:0.007 O. 02410. W 0.01810.00s

O.wa:o. om
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0.04s10.006
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0.4 SO*0.038 0.552 *0.09S 0.63~20.047

0.14010.02s 0.198*0.021 0.19010.014

“233 ~loo% u,; .“ - 0.0070 * 0.0004)
—

5= 21.86 33.11 *1.8C 33.11 ,1.80

20.74 10.8C 20.74 tO.86 20.74 20,96

8.11 10.s9 S.la ,0.10 4.71 iO.lS

2.s0 10. ’20 2,15 ,0.14 1.0s *0.17

0.738,0.179 0.481 t0.124 0.46.580.0SS

0.2 S810.0S1 0.21510 .07S 0.17S*0. U71

-130
= (99. s% 139; ./? . 0.006, * 0.000,)

SS.7S io.m 33.76 ,0.9s 53.7s *0. DS

n.2* 10.38 1s. ’2s *0.36 2Z.29 20.30

Sol !0.21 S.os ,0.21 5.37 ,0.32
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Ss. m 90.9s S6.0.! iO. OS 56.03 ,0. ?5
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0.06090.00s
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S.’32 *0.22
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0.52120.002
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53.7s 20.9s
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2.0s io. os

0.54sio. M9

0. S16t0.017

0.03810.00s 0.03s*0.oos

0.28110.004 0.182:0.004

0.23210.036 0.22410.034

0. S17i0.020 0.s1s:0.02S

0.10010.024 0.093 *0. OIS

0.0S220.012 0.04320.014

0.03si0.00a 0.038 *0.00a o.03ci0. Om

0.17910. OM 0.17 S10.004 0.2 S0:0.004

0.20310.041 O.alolo. mo O.sla;o. oln

0.33’720.02S 0.337 t0.013 0. S2#10.010

O.lo$to. oln 0.lmiO.014 O.los%o. om

0. N8*0. C-X 0.028 i0.006 0.03ss0.00s

O.O241O.M1
0.17610.009

O.uelo.ols

0.’m7t0.011

0.06 S:0.007

O.oax:o. oos

5s. s6 *1.21

12.14 10. ss

4.88 10.38

1.88 *O.1O

0.418 *0. MX

O.lslto. om

53.5$ 11.21

22.X4 20.38

6.14 10.4s

2.08 90.10

0.811 s0.077

0.17210.033

0.0 Z7*0.003 0.02s,0.00s

0.26810.004 0.1’7310.004

0.199 *0. Oal 0.22s,0.0ss

0..36 s10.024 0.32 U0.018

O.lmto. ozo O.l!mto. ola

0.01#*0.006 0.021 *0. OCU

O.alsto. ua 0.028 *0.CQS 0.02810.003

0.374 i0.004 0.1’7410. OM 0.27310. LW4

0.178 ~0.146 0.2’2510.0s8 0.10’210.0ss

0.348*0.078 0.32~10.018 0.35010.010

0.12210.031 O.lslto. onl O.lmto,ola

O. 031*0. O1O O.ola:o. ma 0.02s10.006

0.02? 20.003

O.zaato. oln

O, MZIO. W4

0.31s10.017

0.11s:0.01s

O.oxio. ocd

0.c34to.00s 0.03310.001 O.oxie. oos
0. MOi O.001 0.14s10.005 0.13010. OLU

0.181 !0.03S 0.11 S10.0S7 O.lMIO. O21

0.465 *0. OIS 0.41@ tO. W7 0.44@ tO. OIS

0.174 !0.007 0.177 s0.018 0.1’7110.01S

O.olsto. oox 0.10110.010 0. M3*0.009

S6.03 10.0s

20. ’75 ,0.6S

8.62 *0. S7

a.w 10.20

0.87110.13S

0. S12*0.129

W.m 10.96

20.76 10.66

5.74 *0.24

1.16 *0.08

0.571%0.042

0.211%0.019

0.03410 .00s 0.03410.002

0.151 i0.00S 0.15110.005

o.208k0.039 0.1s810.0s1

0.417*0.021 0.43s10.021

0.1 S920.019 0.17 S10.022

0.031 *0.00# 0.04 S20.010

0.18- 10.01s

o.744t*. m7

0.79~10.10#

1.s1210.110

0.85320.07>

0.11310 .0S1

(b) !ndk.t.d to. e.ch mmlld. ar.: (1) imtople p.rlty of .-pL. used. ●nd 2) n/P - tot.1 sbsolut. yl.ld 1. d.1.y.d .sutro.m
PO, fi.. io”, mot. th. t ~ ,,1”.. (,md .b,oluta ITOUP ,i.ld. ) h.”. been COr,oct.d ,0 100S i..te, ic m!, it,, cf. S.etlaa ,,.S.

[c) Ur.c.rt. i.tl.s i.dl..t.d ●r. calculated Probnbl. .rr.r. (frm 1nM-7M .Mmt.r).

.

(d) r,, r2 a.d th. ratio .1/.2 . . . takes frm 21.,1 1.,’ Isrsdiatlo. d-t. (et. S.ctiem 111) .

(.) x ●, . * . ./r : totsl d,lswd neutlwlmv.,fis.ion..4b”mdaoc. ,.1... rwort.d Loclud. correction (< S5) t= ●mrt, ,.,l. C1O.
or d.t.ctos “.PO....
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are not included here.)

Thermal fission results are summarized in”Table II.

The analysis of these data is identical with that for fast

fission.

Figure 4 shows the agreement between the experimental

data for fast fission of U235 and a curve calculated from

the periods and abundances reported for U235 in Table I.

Agreement of this kind was obtained for the delaye”dneutron

decay curve of each fissionable nuclide studied. During the

course of the program, approximately 1000 irradiations were

made on Godiva, with nearly equal numbers of prompt bursts

and long irradiations,.

B. Absolute Delayed Neutron Yields

Absolute delayed neutron yield may be measured using

either prompt bursts or infinite (delayed critical) irradi-

ations. The former is considerably more accurate since in

this case yield is determined from neutron total counts fol-

lowing the burst, whereas yield can be determined only from

initial (t = O extrapolation) neutron counting rate following

a saturation irradiation.

The basic data for determining absolute yield by the

prompt burst method are: (1) ZNC = total neutron counts

(corrected for detector loss and background) following an

instantaneous irradiation, (2) ~ ~ absolute efficiency of
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the neutron detector, and (3) F~ ~ total fissions in the

sample irradiated. In the present measurements total fis-

sions are determined by standard counting of the 67 hr @-

activity from Mo99 ; i.e., 99all fission-produced Mo is chem-

ically separated from the irradiated sample and a known al-

iquot is ~-counted in standard geometry. Measured ~-yield

is then converted to number of fissions which occurred in

the sample by an appropriate “K factor.” K factors for the

various fissionable materials are determined from a primary

calibration of number of fissions in a thin fissile foil of

known weight against Mo99 ~-yield from a thick foil also

of known weight; both foils are irradiated in the same neu-

tron flux. K factors for the various nuclides studied have

been redetermined recently, 14 and these best values (accu-

rate to within 4%) have been used here. Absolute efficiency

of the (flat-response) neutron detector is determined with

calibrated neutron sources (cf. Section 11)0 Thus for an

instantaneous irradiation

600 -Ait 6

z NC = Fs~ z
J

k. e dt =
ai 1 Fsc ~ ai

i=l o i=l

where t is measured from the time of the burst

(8)

a. = abundance of ith1
group, in delayed neutrons

per fission
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Ai = decay constant of i
th

group

Sai = n/F = absolute yield in total delayed neu-

trons per fission

●.. absolute yield = (n/F) = ~NC/F#

Since the initial counting rate following an infinite

irradiation is proportional to ~ai (or n/F), this method

may be used to check the more precise yield values as ob-

tained above from the instantaneous irradiation data.

A small correction (order of 1%) must be applied to

n/F values as obtained above due to the self-multiplication

of the sample irradiated (cf. Appendix). Final values of

absolute total yields, corrected to 100% isotopic purity,

are presented in Table III.

Within the error of these measurements, no ‘spectral

effect’? (i.e., dependence on energy of neutrons inducing

235 233fission) was observed for the absolute yields of U , U ,

and PU239. The values given in Table III were tabulated in

order of increasing yield to emphasize two interesting regu-

larities: (1) total yield increases with mass number for a

given element and (2) total yield generally decreases with

[atomic number except in extreme cases where (1) predominates

240over (2), e.g., Pu Vs U23310

The delayed neutron fraction of total neutrons from

fission, defined as @(or “f”), may be obtained from absolute

35
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TABLE III

ABSOLUTETOTAL YIELDS OF DELAYEDNEUTRONS

Absolute yield (Delayed Neutrons/Fission for Pure Isotope)
Fissile
Nuclicle Fast Fission Thermal Fission

~239 0.0063 i 0.0004(a) 0.0061 i 0.0003(b)
0.0063 * 0.0003(b) 0.0062 + 0.0004(C)

Final 0.0063 + 0.0003 Final 0.0061 t 0.0003

U233 0.0072 f 0.0004(a) 0.0067 i 0.0004(b)
0.0068 * o.0004@) 0.0065 i 0.0003(C)

Final 0.0070 * 0.0004 Final 0.0066 ~ 0.0003

~240 Final 0.0088 f 0.0006(b) ___

U235 0.0163 t 0.0007(a) 0.0157 * o.0007@)
0.0166 * o.0007@) 0.0159 i 0.0007(C)

Final 0.0165 k 0.0005 Final 0.0158 i 0.0005

U238
0.0426 k 0.0028(a)
0.0403 * o.oo19@) ---

Final 0.0412 ? 0.0017

Th232 0.0499 i o.oo30@)
0.0493 f OO0030(C)

Final 0.0496 k 0.0020

---

(a) Measurements of June 1955, originally reported at Geneva; values are corrected
for a small systematic error which was eliminated in subsequent measurements.
The large absolute yielci for Th232 reported at Geneva was in error, due to
incomplete recovery of tracer molybdenum. (Special techniques are required
to ensure that thorium slugs are completely dissolved
analysis.)

j Prior to radiochemical

(b) Measurements of November 1956 (weighted average).
(c) Measurements of January 1957 (weighted average).

~!Final,, values are weighted averages of all determinations ; the indicated un-
certainties are probable errors (to conform with calculated uncertainties on
ai and ri in Tables I and II).
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total delayed neutron yield (n/F) by the relation

B = (n/F)7-1, where ~ is the average number of neutrons emit-

ted per fission. 7 values for thermal neutron fission are

taken from Geneva average data.
15

T (E) values for fast fis-

sion were deduced mainly from the slopes, dF/dEn, given by

Terre1116
17

and by Leachman, and then weighted by the appro-

priate fission cross section in the Godiva central flux spec-

trum to give the 7 values for fast fission. These values of

7 and the resulting values for S are presented in Table IV.
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Fissile Nuclide

~239

~233

~240

~235

~238

~h232

TABLE IV

vAND ~ VALUES FOR SIX FISSILE NUCLIDES*

Fast Fission

(En * Fission Spectrum) Thermal Fission

F= 3.01 * 0.09 F= 2.91 i 0.06
~= oOoo209 f 0000016 ~= o.oo210 * 0.00016

F= 2.63 ? 0.08 7= 2.55 f 0.06
~= 0.00266 k 0.00017 ~= 0.00259 ? o.0001s

F= 3.42 ? 0.20
~= 0.0025~ ? 0.00030

F= 2.56 * 0.06
~= 0,00645 * o.00033

T= 2.62 ? 0.13
B= 0.0157 * 0.0012

7= -2.3
/3= -0.022

V= 2.47 * 0.05
p= 0.00640 * 0.00032

*
F S average number of neutrons emitted per fission; ~= delayed neutron

fraction of total neutrons from tissi.on. V values were obtained from data

In Refs. 15, 16, and 17. flvalues are calculated from the absolute total

yields given in Table III by the rela’tion B = (n/F)V ‘l. Indicated Un-
certainties are standard deviations.
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v. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In Tables I and II the individual group periods for the

various fiss’ilenuclides studied are seen to be in general

agreement. As would be expected, smaller errors on ai and Ti

are generally associated with larger group abundances. A

comparison of individual delayed neutron groups among the

various nuclides shows that (1) variation among group yields

is much greater than variation among group periods, and (2)

the increase of total yield with mass number is due mainly to

greater contribution from the shorter-period groups.

General agreement will be noted among both periods and

abundances for thermal fission in Table II and corresponding

data for fast fission in Table I. For thermal irradiations,

the characteristic burst width (*0.2 msec) is unavoidably

lengthened by neutron diffusion time (fraction of a milli-

second) in the polythene moderating geometry. In principle

this would tend to lengthen the sixth delayed neutron period

but not enough to be detectable. Small spectral differences

(especially for fifth and sixth group values) could, of

course, result from the variation in fission mass-distribution
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with incident neutron energy. It will be recalled (cf.

Table III) that no spectral effect was observed for absolute

total delayed neutron yields.

It may be pointed out that better statistics were pur-

posely obtained for the fast fission data and this is re-

flected in smaller errors on ai and ri than were computed

for the corresponding thermal fission data. Thus for prac-

tical applications, if one considers the delayed neutron

periods and abundances for a given nuclide as essentially

independent of neutron spectrum, it is recommended that the

more accurate fast fission results be used.

The period and abundance values reported in Table I are

in substantial agreement with preliminary data reported for

fast fission at Geneva;6 an exception is the sixth-group

halflife. Present values of 76 for the fissile elements

studied are seen to agree within calculated errors. The

~238 burst irradiations provide the most accurate value of

T6, 0.172 f 0.009, which does agree with the preliminary

(1955) value of 0.18 f 0.02. This precision is possible in

the case of U238 due to the exceptionally large abundance of

the sixth group.

A comparison of U235 data with the earlier work of
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Hughes et al.18 has been made.* Notable differences (mainly

in third- and fourth-group periods) were attributed largely

to (1) different amounts of data in the appropriate time in-

terval -- 5 to 40 sec and (2) the different methods of anal-

ysis -- least-squares fit vs the more subjective graphical

~~exponentialpeeling’!method.

Despite the general agreement observed among group pe-

riods there do exist mechanisms whereby real differences can

arise (I) between measured delayed neutron periods and their

corresponding precursor ~–decay periods and (II) between

corresponding delayed neutron periods for the different fis-

sile nuclides.

Delayed neutron precursors can be formed either directly

as primary fission products or by cascade ~-decay from pri-

mary fission products. In the latter case, precursor activ-

ity (and hence delayed neutron activity) would exhibit a

growth-decay characteristic with time. The over-all effect

of this “growth-decayt’ perturbation will be a lengthening of

observed precursor period (cf. difference I above), the mag-

nitude of the perturbation being dependent on the ~-periods

*
The periods measured by Hughes, Dabbs, Cahn, and Hall at
Argonne are 55.6, 22.0, 4.51, 1.52, 0.43, and 0.05 sec. a-
bundances are roughly comparable to those given for U2~5 in
Tables I and 11. The comparison referred to is made in
Ref. 4, p. 2ooff.
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involved. A small effect clearly cannot be resolved in the

analysis of neutron decay curves, and the perturbation will

in effect be propagated cumulatively from the precursor di-

rectly involved to all subsequent (shorter) groups.

A possible consequence of the growth-decay effect could

be a slight dependence of measured delayed neutron periods

on the length of irradiation; i.e., a complex ~-decay scheme

“feeding!’a delayed neutron precursor could result in dif-

ferent observed periods as the irradiation time is changed.

In this connection it is interesting that third- and fourth-

group period values determined from the long irradiations

are somewhat smaller than the more precise values obtainable

from prompt burst data.

The differences in

ods for the six fissile

corresponding delayed neutron peri-

nuclides (difference II above) arise

basically from variations in independent nuclide yield. For

a given nuclide this yield is determined by the appropriate

yield-mass* and charge distributions. Both of these distri-

butions are in turn dependent on the identity of the fissile

nuclide and the energy of the neutrons inducing fission. It

*
Here we consider relatively minor perturbations such as
“post-fission neutron boil-off”19 as an intripsic property
of the yield-mass distribution since the occurrence of fis-
sion and post-fission neutron emission are experimentally
indistinguishable in time.
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follows that differences in observed periods (and abundances)

could be introduced by (a) changes in the growth-decay char-

acteristics of a fission chain ‘tfeeding”a given precursor

and/or (b) the small differential contributions of minor de-

layed neutron precursors (i.e., other than the six main group

precursors) .

Theoretically there will be slight perturbations of de-

layed neutron periods and abundances due to self-multiplica-

tion of the sample. From reactor kinetic theory we know that

the neutron decay periods observed following fission will ap-

proach asymptotically the “true!’delayed neutron periods only

in the limit of infinitely negative reactivity, i.e., for an

infinitesimal sample. This effect will be quite negligible

for the small samples used here -- a few grams at most. Sec-

ondly, there is a small spectral effect arising frOm differ-

ent effectiveness of the various delayed neutron groups in

producing fissions in the sample. This spectral effect is

quite negligible in the present work. However, in large sam-

235 4 thispies as used in some previous investigations on U ,

could contribute, in principle at least, to the larger meas-

ured rl values; i.e., the energy of the first delayed neu-

tron group is markedly lower,5 hence slightly more effective

in producing fission, than the other groups.

Effects due to these various perturbations are, of
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course, assimilated in the least-squares analysis, thus per-

turbing slightly the final period and abundance values.

Nevertheless, since the decay of delayed neutron activity

from the various fissile nuclides can be satisfactorily fit-

ted by six periods having approximately the same values, it

is reasonable to conclude that six main precursors do pre-

dominate despite evident ‘perturbations.”

In contrast to the relative constancy of delayed neu-

tron periods, the observed variations in both relative and

total yields among the different fissile nuclides are large

indeed (cf. Tables I and II). The essential problem then is

to explain individual group yield values -- these being the

product of relative group and total absolute yields. Calcu-

lations of precursor yields for the various fissionable nu-

clides have been made in terms of appropriate mass and charge

distributions, including shell effects. Comparison of pre-

cursor yields thus calculated with measured delayed neutron

yields for the various nuclides then gives neutron-to-~

branching ratios which may be related to theoretical branching

ratios. This treatment provides criteria which have proved

useful in predicting the probable precursor(s) associated

with a given delayed neutron group. The predictions re-
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suiting from preliminary calculations have been given.20

The results of final (machine) calculations are included in

a companion paper21 on theoretical interpretation of delayed

neutron phenomena.

A useful check on the U235 fast-fission yield reported

in Table III is provided by independent measurements of the-

mass increment between delayed and prompt critical for ~di.

va. From these measurements it has been determined that

235
yGf(u ) = 0.0067 t 0.0002*

where VG is the ratio

(in producing further

neutrons for Godiva.

we have

of effectiveness of delayed neutrons

fissions) to effectiveness of prompt

Taking yG = 1.05 and VG(U235) = 2.56,

235n/F(U ) = 0.0164 f 0.0006

in agreement with the corresponding value of 0.0165 f 0.0005

from Table III.

An independent check on the U235 data of Table I is

possible through the relation between reactor stable period

and reactivity -- sometimes called “inhour equation.” Of

*Data from H. C. Paxton, LASL.
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the three units of reactivity in common use,
*
we use here

the dollar because of its particular adaptability to the re-

activity region (between delayed and prompt critical) of

practical interest in fast systems. We have

6

Reactivity in dollars= ‘P
;= ~ + 2

i=l

?’i& *i
Yfl (T +T’

(9)
i)

neutron reproduction number of system,AK s K - 1

prompt neutron lifetime (*1O-8 sec in Godiva)

stable reactor period

effectiveness (in producing fission) of delayed

neutrons compared to prompt neutrons

(also called f) - delayed neutron fraction of total

neutrons from fission

observed mean life of ith delayed neutron group

*
The units are: (1) the ‘inhourn defined as the reactivity
increment above delayed critical which will give T = 1 hr
(this unit now generally used only for large reactors with
characteristically small excess available reactivities) ;
(2) AK/K, a single-fiducial unit which expresses relative,
or percentage, departure from delayed critical; and (3)
AK/Ky~ (the dollar), a double-fiducial unit of reactivity
expressed in terms of the interval between delayed and prompt
critical (y here is an average of the six Ti). The dollar
is divided into 100 units, called cents. Thus, for a U235
assembly, 110~ represents a AK/K of 1.10 ~p~ (1 .10 x 1.05
X 0.0165)/2.56 = 0.0074 or an effective K ~ 1.0074.
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In a practical calculation it is not necessary to take ac-

count of the yi IS for individual delayed neutron groups.

Instead, the measured values of relative group abundances,

ai/a, may be substituted for yi ~i/y~ in Eq. 9 with small

loss of accuracy. Equation 9 reduces to AK/K~@ % 1 for Go-

diva at prompt critical, viz., rp << T,<< ri. The inhour

equation becomes most sensitive to short-period delayed neu-

tron data when T is the order of short ri, which occurs in

the reactivity region slightly below prompt critical. Meas-

urements of period versus reactivity have been made on the

Godiva assembly; Fig. 5 compares these measurements with

Eq. 9, using the data of Table I.* The experimental agree-

ment near prompt critical provides (1) a sensitive check on

accuracy of short-period delayed neutron data, and (2) good

evidence against the existence of a seventh, shorter delayed

neutron period of appreciable abundance (i.e., if a seventh

group exists, its yield should be less than *5 x 10“% in

~235 fission) .

Further experimental evidence in support of short pe-

riod (especially sixth-group) values is given by recent

*Similar measurements have been made on “Jezebelf’ (the bare
~239 critical assembly at LASL) as a check on delayed neu-
tron data for PU239. Periods between 5 and 200 sec have
been measured, with good agreement. Period vs reactivity
measurements will also be made on a bare u233 assembly soon
to be installed at the LASL critical assemblies laboratory.
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studies on the detailed shape of super-prompt-critical ra-

diation bursts (such as used in the present delayed neutron

235 9,22program) from the bare U assembly. By

activity booster, the assembly can be brought

predetermined reactivity value slightly above

means of a re-

suddenly to a

100 cents. At

the higher reactivities (dlO~) fission rate rises extreme-

ly rapidly to a peak power of nearly 104 Mw. Termination of

the burst is automatic, due to the large decrease in.reac-

tivity resulting from thermal expansion. Some characteris-

tics of a typical burst are: (1) initial rise, exponential,

with T * 15 Usec; (2) burst shape, bell-shaped near peak;

(3) burst duration, *3T = ~ssplkellwidth at half-maximum;

(4) energy release, -1016 fissions or 0.1 KWH.

Following a burst, the fission rate drops to a residual

level,“pedestal;’sustained by delayed neutrons and finally

terminated by automatic “scramming” (separation) of the as-

sembly. The detailed shape of this pedestal can be calcu-

lated, in certain limiting cases, from

quations (space-independent, one-group

directly the periods and abundances of

the pile kinetic e-

model) which involve

delayed neutrons.

Calculated pedestal shape can then be compared with experi-

mentally observed shape, thus providing a sensitive check on

delayed neutron parameters (particularly short-period data).

In first approximation, the pedestal shape should, of course,
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exhibit the characteristic decay following an ‘tinstantane-

ousl~irradiation (e.g., as represented by the integrand in

Eq. 8). However, a more accurate prediction of burst shape

must take account of the high self-multiplication of the

Godiva assembly as well as rapid expansion or contraction

of the U235 metal due to thermal heat generation or loss.

It was found that initial discrepancies between theoretical

and experimental burst shape could be accounted for by

l?room-returnneutrons,” i.e., by the addition of two virtual

delayed neutron groups whose periods (1 - 10 msec) were the

order of mean transit time for neutrons confined to the as-

sembly room. Disappearance of the effect when bursts were ,

repeated outdoors (assembly -10 m above ground) provided

confirmation of the room-return hypothesis.

Note added in proof

Shortly after termination of the delayed neutron pro-
gram, the original Godiva assembly was damaged and subse-
quently replaced with a similar facility, ‘Godiva 11.”
This is a remote-control, bare U235 cylindrical assembly
designed specifically as a prompt burst facility.
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Appendix

SAMPLE SELF-MULTIPLICATION CORRECTION

Consider a burst irradiation producing F. fissions and

~. delayed neutron precursors in a small sample just prior

to t = o. It is desired to measure the ratio ~o/Fo (~ n/F).

The escape probability for a delayed neutron born within the

sample is 1 - ( ~f + ~c)~o, where ~f and xc are appropri-

ately averaged macroscopic cross sections for fission and

nonfission capture, respectively, and J. is the average path

length of a delayed neutron within the sample. Now v~flo

neutrons are released as a result of fission capture, and~ to

first order, the total number of neutrons escaping the sample

per delayed neutron born is 1 + (v - 1 - # where~) Xf o)

a = 2:/ Zf . This process increases the observed number of

fissions in the sample by ~fflo per delayed neutron. There-

fore, as a first order approximation, we have

x
NC . Z. [1 + (v - 1 - a) Zf?o]

F. + ~. ~fyoFS
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20
—[

z
m
= 1 + (~- 1 - a - =) Zflo]

F. F.

where ~NC and F~ are defined in Section IV-B as total neu-

tron counts following an instantaneous irradiation and as

total fissions, respectively. The above expression may be

written as

z ZNC
n/F Z ~ g — [1 - (~ -1- amflol

F. Fs

since

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(v- 1 - a) is the order of unity

~o/Fo is the order of 10-2

zf <0.1 cm-l for ordinary fissile materials

9 0 is the order of 0.2 cm for the samples

used

Thus a typical correction for a U235 cylindrical

1/8 in. in diameter and 1/2 in. long would give Z =o

cmand (v-l -a)

ilar PU239 or U233

U235
. Corrections

Zf j. = +1.5%. The correction for

samples would be nearly twice that

for U238 and Th232 are negligible.

sample

0.19

sim-

for
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